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Strukton Rolling Stock completes project phase
for electrical ACEMU systems
09 December 2015

With the delivery of four sets of CBU systems to India on 8 December, Strukton Rolling Stock has
completed a project phase in the design and delivery of electrical rolling stock systems. Strukton
Rolling Stock has designed and delivered the boxes on behalf of Bharat Heavy Electricals Ltd. (BHEL) in
Bangalore/India. The boxes will be installed in trains of Indian Railways running in the city of Mumbai.
The four sets are so-called CBUs (complete built units) and
contain electrical traction converters and auxiliary converters
for the second electrical train of the Indian Railways that will
run with Strukton electronics. Strukton delivered the system
for the first train in 2013. The transport of the boxes for the
second train completes a project phase in which a prototype

and the systems for two trains were designed and produced.
Strukton Rolling Stock will deliver the materials and
modules for another four trains in the new project phase. In
the final project phase, Strukton Rolling Stock will deliver
separate components and materials as and when requested
by BHEL.

Transfer of technology
BHEL was looking for a supplier that was willing to transfer knowledge related to the commissioned products. This ‘transfer
of knowledge’ is part of the contract and has enabled the Indian engineers to further expand their product knowledge. The
technology transfer also makes it possible for them to maintain the equipment during the life cycle. Employees of BHEL
have actively participated in the design, commissioning and test phases. Employees of BHEL and officers of Indian
Railway’s approval authority (RDSO) have also been present at the various module and system type tests.
Photo caption: The electrical systems are shipped to the Bangalore-based customer BHEL in India.

